. This paper provides the finite difference discretization for the two dimensional tempered fractional Laplacian (∆ + λ ) β 2 . Then we use it to solve the tempered fractional Poisson equation with Dirichlet boundary conditions and derive the error estimates. Numerical experiments verify the convergence rates and effectiveness of the schemes.
Introduction
Anomalous diffusion refers to the movements of particles whose trajectories' second moment is a nonlinear function of the time t [21] , being widely observed in the natural world [18] and having many applications in various fields, such as physical systems [14] , stochastic dynamics [6] , finance [20] , image processing [8] and so on. The fractional Laplacian ∆ β /2 is the fundamental non-local operator for modelling anomalous dynamics, introduced as the infinitesimal generator of a β -stable Lévy process [4, 13, 23] , being the scaling limit of the Lévy flight. The extremely long jumps make the second and all higher order moments of the Lévy flight diverge, sometimes failing to well model some practically physical processes. To overcome this, a trivial idea is to introduce a parameter λ (a sufficiently small number) to exponentially temper the isotropic power law measure of the jump length; the new processes generate the tempered fractional Laplacian (∆ + λ ) β 2 , being physically introduced and mathematically defined in [10] with its definition (∆ + λ ) β 2 u(x) = −c n,β ,λ P.V. and P.V. denotes the principal value integral, and Γ (t) = ∞ 0 s t−1 e −s ds is the Gamma function; as to its Fourier transform [10] , there is
where β ∈ (0, 1) (1, 2), ⌊β ⌋ means the biggest integer, being smaller than or equal to β , and 2 F 1 is the Gauss hypergeometric function [1] . Evidently, when λ = 0, the expression (1.1) reduces to the fractional Laplacian in the singular integral form [24, 19] (∆ ) β 2 u(x) = −c n,β P.V. The main challenge for numerically solving (1.1) and (1.4) comes from their nonlocality and weak singularity, especially in high dimensional cases. Currently, fractional Laplacian is the trendy and hot topic in both mathematical and numerical fields. For example, [3] introduces the finite element approximation for the n-dimensional Dirichlet homogeneous problem about fractional Laplacian and [2] presents the code employed for implementation in two dimension; [16] provides a finite difference-quadrature approach and gives its convergence proof; [15] proposes several finite difference discretizations and tackles the non-locality, singularity and flat tails in practical implementations; [12] provides a weighted trapezoidal rule for the fractional Laplacian in the singular integral form and gives the additional insights into the convergence behaviour of the method by the extensive numerical examples. For the tempered fractional Laplacian (1.1), the existing numerical methods at present are mainly analyzed in one dimension. Among them, [26] presents a Riesz basis Galerkin method for the tempered fractional Laplacian and gives the well-posedness proof of the Galerkin weak formulation and convergence analysis; [25] proposes a finite difference scheme and proves that the accuracy depends on the regularity of the exact solution on Ω rather than the regularity on the whole line. So far, its seems that there are no numerical analysis and implementation discussion on (1.1) in two dimension.
In this paper, we derive a finite difference scheme for the tempered fractional Laplacian (1.1) in two dimension, based on the weighted trapezoidal rule combined with the bilinear interpolation. To be specific, we first write (1.1) as the weighted integral of a weak singular function by introducing the function φ γ and transforming the integration over the whole plane to the one in the first quadrant by symmetry; then we approximate the integration by the weighted trapezoidal rule in the neighborhood of any fixed point (x, y) and by bilinear interpolation for the rest of the computational domain Ω . It's worth mentioning that the present method also works well for the two dimensional fractional Laplacian (1.4). Furthermore, we apply the discretization to solve the two dimensional tempered fractional Poisson equation with Dirichlet boundary conditions [10] 
The accuracy of the scheme is proved to be O(h 2−β ) for u ∈ C 2 (R 2 ).
As is well-known, it generally gives rise to a full matrix when discretizing the non-local operator. Therefore, the design of efficient iteration scheme makes more sense. When discretizing two dimensional tempered fractional Laplacian, we get a symmetric block Toeplitz matrix with Toeplitz block. Here, we use the structure of the matrix to design the solver algorithm to (1.6) . That is, we use Conjugate Gradient iterator to solve (1.6); and in iteration process, we calculate the BU (B is a symmetric block Toeplitz matrix with Toeplitz block and U is a vector) by fast Fourier transform [9] to reduce the computational complexity. This algorithm has a memory requirement of O(N 2 ) and a computational cost of O(N 2 log N 2 ) instead of a memory requirement of O(N 4 ) and a computational cost of O(N 6 ) per iteration. Next, to verify the convergence rates of the presented scheme, numerical experiments are performed for the equation with exact solution. For the unknown source term, we give an algorithm to approximate it, which changes the unbounded integration domain into bounded one through polar coordinate transformation in some special cases. For the details, see Appendix A. And we state the key points for the code implementation in Appendix B.
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we propose a discretization scheme for the tempered fractional Laplacian through the weighted trapezoidal rule combined with the bilinear interpolation, and give its truncation error. In Section 3, we solve the tempered fractional Poisson equation with Dirichlet boundary conditions by the presented scheme and provide the error estimates. In the last Section, through numerical experiments for the equation with/without known solution, we verify the convergence rates and show the effectiveness of the schemes.
Numerical discretization of the tempered fractional Laplacian and its truncation error
This section provides the discretization of the two dimensional tempered fractional Laplacian by the weighted trapezoidal rule combined with the bilinear interpolation on a bounded domain Ω = (−l, l) × (−l, l) with extended homogeneous Dirichlet boundary conditions: u(x, y) ≡ 0 for (x, y) ∈ Ω c . Afterwards, we analyze the truncation error of the discretization.
Let us introduce the inner product and norms that will be used in the paper. Define the discrete L 2 inner product and L 2 norm as
as the continuous and discrete L ∞ norm, where V, W ∈ R M .
Numerical scheme
According to (1.1), the definition of the tempered fractional Laplacian in two dimension is
which can be symmetrized as
(2.5) By the symmetry of the integral domain and integrand, Eq. (2.4) can be rewritten as
where γ ∈ (β , 2], then (2.6) becomes
Now, we just need to discretize the tempered fractional Laplacian in
For convenience, we denote
dηdξ .
(2.10)
(2.11) For (2.11), when (i, j) = (0, 0), it is easy to see that the integration is weak singular. So we approximate the integral by the weighted trapezoidal rule. For different γ, we use different integral nodes to approximate it, namely,
where
Assuming u is smooth enough, for γ ∈ (β , 2), there exists
so we introduce a parameter k γ
Then, Eq. (2.12) can be rewritten as
For another part of (2.11), when (i, j) = (0, 0), we deal with the integration by the bilinear interpolation. Before discretizing it, we define the following functions 17) where
and let
Then, I i, j can be rewritten as 20) and Eq. (2.11) becomes
Combining (2.20) with (2.21), we derive
For the second part of (2.9), namely G ∞ , we get it by numerical integration.
Denote u p,q = u(−l + ph, −l +qh), (p, q ∈ Z). Then we can get the discretization scheme
For the sake of convenience, we write the matrix form of the scheme (2.23) as
26) and
27) is the matrix representation of the tempered fractional Laplacian.
Denote the numerical solution of Eq. (1.6) at (−l + ph, −l + qh) as u h p,q and the source term F at (−l + ph, −l + qh) as f p,q , (p, q ∈ Z). Then Eq. (1.6) can also be written as
and
2.2 Structure of the stiffness matrix B Definition 1 [9] The symmetric N × N matrix T is called the symmetric Toeplitz matrix if its entries are constant along each diagonal, i.e.,
And the symmetric N 2 × N 2 matrix H is called the symmetric block Toeplitz matrix with Toeplitz block, which has following structure
where each T i is a symmetric Toeplitz matrix.
Since a symmetric Toeplitz matrix T is determined by its first column and each block of H is symmetric Toeplitz matrix, we can store H by a N × N matrix to reduce the memory requirement [9] . In our scheme (2.25), it is easy to verify that the matrix B is a symmetric block Toeplitz matrix with Toeplitz block according to (2.24), so we store B by a N × N matrix to reduce the memory requirement to O(N 2 ). When solving BU h = F, the fast Fourier transform can be used in the iteration process and the computational cost of calculating BU (U ∈ R N 2 is a vector) can be reduced to O(N 2 log N 2 ).
Truncation error
Lemma 2.1 Let β ∈ (0, 2) , ξ > 0 and η > 0. If u(x, y) ∈ C 2 (R 2 ), the derivative D α φ γ (α is multi-index and |α| ≤ 2) exists for any γ ∈ (β , 2], then for (x, y) ∈ Ω , there are
with C being a positive constants.
Proof Using Taylor's formula, we obtain
(2.36) Using Taylor's formula again leads to
The estimate for
∂ η 2 can be similarly obtained as the one for
Then the desired inequalities (2.33) hold.
Next, we introduce a lemma about the error of the bilinear interpolation. a sobolev space) , the error of bilinear interpolant is bounded by
Proof The proof can be completed by using the tensor-product polynomial approximation given in [7] . We omit the details here.
h as a finite difference approximation of the tempered fractional Laplacian (∆ + λ ) β 2 . Suppose that u(x, y) ∈ C 2 (R 2 ) has finite support on an open set Ω ⊂ R 2 . Then, for any γ ∈ (β , 2], there is
with C being a positive constant depending on β and γ.
Proof From (2.6), (2.9), (2.11) and (2.21), we obtain the error function
For the first part of (2.40), there exists For the second part of (2.40), according to Lemma 2.2, we have
(2.44)
According to Lemma 2.1, we have
Taking ξ = ph, η = qh, we have
And since −2 − β < −2, it holds
Then, we have
Take ξ = r cos(θ ), η = r sin(θ ). Since 0 < β < 2, there exists
(2.51)
For |II 2 |, being similar to |II 1 | and |II 3 |, we have
From (2.49), (2.51) and (2.52), it can be obtained that
Then, the proof is completed.
Error estimates
Now, we turn to the convergence proof of the designed scheme for the tempered fractional Poisson problem with Dirichlet boundary conditions (1.6).
Lemma 3.1 [5]
The spectrum λ (A) of the matrix A = [a i, j ] is enclosed in the union of the discs
and in the union of the discs
Next, we give the proposition of the weights w i, j . From (2.24), it's easy to verify the following properties of weights. According to Proposition 1 and Lemma 3.1, the minimum eigenvalue of B satisfies
Proposition 1 The weights of the tempered fractional Laplacian satisfy
So B is a strictly diagonally dominant and symmetric positive definite matrix.
Theorem 3.1 Suppose that u is the exact solution of the tempered fractional Poisson equation (1.6) and U h is the solution of the finite difference scheme (2.28). Then, there are
Proof According to the definition of G ∞ , taking an inner product of (2.28) with U h and using the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality, we have
which leads to
Assuming U h ∞ = |u h p,q |, according to (2.24), we obtain that
which implies
So we have
In addition, from (2.25)
Applying (3.9) and (3.12) to (3.13), the desired results are obtained.
is the exact solution of (1.6), and U h is the solution of the difference scheme (2.28). Then
Proof Combining Theorem 2.1 and Theorem 3.1 leads to that for u ∈ C 2 (R 2 ),
Numerical experiments
In this section, extensive numerical experiments are performed, including verifying the theoretical results on convergence rates and showing the effectiveness of the scheme by simulating (1.6) without known solution. The convergence results for λ = 0 are also reported. Without loss of generality, we consider the domain Ω = (−1, 1) × (−1, 1).
The truncation error of the tempered fractional Laplacian
This subsection shows the truncation errors and convergence rates of discretizing the tempered fractional Laplacian. The L ∞ norm and L 2 norm are used to measure the truncation errors here. Table 1 shows the accuracy of computing (∆ + λ ) β /2 u(x, y) with λ = 0 and γ = 1 + β 2 , which verifies the numerical discretizations for fractional Laplacian. Table 2 shows the accuracy of computing (∆ + λ ) β /2 u(x, y) with λ = 0.5 and γ = 1 + β 2 . We find that for the fixed mesh size h, the numerical errors will be larger as the parameter β increases and the truncation error is O(h 2−β ) for any β ∈ (0, 2) from Table 1 and 2. These results are consistent with the theoretical predictions.
Comparing Table 1 with 2, it's easy to see that the convergence rates are independent of λ and the numerical errors become smaller as the parameter λ increases for fixed h and β . 
Convergence rates for solving the tempered fractional Poisson equation
Example 2 We solve (1.6) with different β and γ, and the exact solution is taken as u(x, y) = (1 − x 2 ) 3 (1 − y 2 ) 3 , where u ∈ C 2 (R 2 ). The source term f (x, y) is obtained numerically by the algorithm in Appendix A. Table 3 shows that the convergence rate is O(h 2−β ) when λ = 0 and γ = 1 + β 2 . Table 4 shows that the convergence rate is also O(h 2−β ) when λ = 0.5 and γ = 1 + β 2 . The results show that λ has no effect on the convergence rates when γ = 1 + β 2 . Table 4 Errors and convergence orders of But when choosing λ = 0 and γ = 2, the convergence rates showed in Table 5 are higher than theoretical convergence rates; for any β ∈ (0, 2), the convergence rate is O(h 2 ). For λ > 0, the convergence rates showed in Table 6 depend on β ; when β < 1, the convergence rate is O(h 2 ), and β > 1 the convergence rate is O(h 3−β ). This phenomenon indicates that the provided scheme works very well for the equation (1.6) when γ = 2.
Next, we give Figures 1 and 2 to show the influence of different γ on the convergence rates. Figure 1 shows that the convergence rate is almost O(h 2−β ) except γ = 2 when β = 0.5 and λ = 0; for the same mesh size h, the numerical errors become smaller as the parameter γ increases. We can get the same results from Figure 2 when β = 0.5 and λ = 0.5. Comparing Table 5 Errors and convergence orders of (∆ + λ ) β /2 (1 − x 2 ) 3 (1 − y 2 ) 3 = f with λ = 0 and γ = 2 Table 6 Errors and convergence orders of Figure 1 with 2, it's easy to note that γ has the same influence on the convergence rates for any λ .
Afterwards, we solve (1.6) with the exact solution u = (1 − x 2 ) 2 (1 − y 2 ) 2 , which has a lower regularity than one in Example 2.
Example 3 Taking the exact solution u = (1 − x 2 ) 2 (1 − y 2 ) 2 , the convergence rates are shown in Tables 7 and 8 with different β and λ . It is easy to check that u and Du are continuous in R 2 , but
∂ y 2 are discontinuous at the boundary of Ω , so u ∈ C 1 (R 2 ) and the second derivatives of u are bounded. It can be noted that the provided scheme has the same convergence rates for u ∈ C 2 (R 2 ) and C 1 (R 2 ) with second bounded derivatives. Finally, we use the provided scheme to solve (1.6) with smooth right hand term.
Example 4
We consider the model (1.6) in Ω with the source term f = 1. Here
is utilized to measure the convergence rates, where u h means the numerical solution under mesh size h and e h = u 2h − u h . Tables 9 and 10 show the numerical errors and the convergence rates with λ = 0, γ = 1 + β 2 and λ = 0.5, γ = 2, respectively. The convergence rates are lower than desired ones Table 7 Errors and convergence orders of (∆ + λ ) β /2 (1 − x 2 ) 2 (1 − y 2 ) 2 = f with λ = 0 and γ = 1 + Table 8 Errors and convergence orders of because of the regularity of the exact solution u. These results are similar to the ones in one dimension [25] .
In statistical physics [11] , the solution u of Example 4 represents the mean first exit time of a particle starting at (x, y) away from given domain Ω . Figure 3 shows the dynamical behaviors when λ = 0, 0.5 and β = 0.5, 0.8, 1.2, 1.5; for any λ and β , the mean first exit times of particles starting near the center are longer than the particles starting near the boundary of Ω ; for any fixed λ , the mean first exit time is shorter as β increases; when exponentially tempering the isotropic power law measure of the jump length, the mean first exit time of any fixed starting point is longer than before. Table 9 Errors and convergence orders of (∆ + λ ) β /2 u = 1 with λ = 0 and γ = 1 + Table 10 The error of (∆ + λ ) β /2 u = 1 with λ = 0.5 and γ = 2 
Conclusion
This paper provides the finite difference schemes for the two dimensional tempered fractional Laplacian, being physically introduced and mathematically defined in [10] . The operator is written as the weighted integral of a weak singular function by introducing the auxiliary function φ γ . The weighted trapezoidal rule is used to approximate the integration of the weak singular part and the bilinear interpolation for the rest of the integration domain. The detailed error estimates are presented for the designed numerical schemes of the tempered fractional Poisson equation. Extensive numerical experiments are performed to verify the convergence rates and show the effectiveness of the scheme, and the quantity of mean first exit time in statistical physics is simulated. The schemes and its numerical analysis still work well for the case that λ = 0, i.e., fractional Laplacian; the corresponding numerical experiments are also given.
the trapezoidal rule. Now we provide the technique to calculate it. For fixed (x,y), we denote Without loss of generality, we set Ω = (−1,1) × (−1,1). For any (x,y) ∈ Ω , we denote A 1 as a square whose length is 2r 1 and center is located at (x,y) and A 2 as a square whose length is 2r 2 and center is located at (x,y). To compute the source term f (x,y), we divide the domain into four parts, i.e., R × R = (R × R)/A 1 (A 1 /Ω ) (Ω /A 2 ) A 2 , shown in Figure 4 . Next, we establish polar coordinates at (x,y) and let x − ξ = r cos(θ ), y − η = r sin(θ ). Then, by simple calculation, we can obtain By the way, we only need to use the trapezoidal rule to calculate the second term in (B.3). Thirdly, when using the polar coordinates to calculate G ∞ , the integration in two dimension can be translated to a bounded integration in one dimension when λ = 0. When λ = 0, G ∞ can be calculated effectively after a suitable truncation. Lastly, when solving the linear equation BU h = F, the computation costs are expensive if we solve it directly. So we use the structure of the symmetric block Toeplitz matrix with Toeplitz block, the memory requirements can be reduced from O(N 4 ) to O(N 2 ). And the Fast Fourier transform is used to reduce computational cost from O(N 6 ) to O(N 2 log N 2 ).
